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Performance Limitations of Non-Laminated Magnetic
Suspension Systems

Carl R. Knospe, Senior Member, IEEE, and Lei Zhu

Abstract—Limitations on the closed-loop performance of mag-
netic suspension systems employing electromagnetic actuators
that are not constructed from laminations are examined. Eddy
currents induced within the iron by time-varying magnetic fields
are shown to have a strong effect on the system dynamics and
hence the achievable performance. To obtain the needed relations,
the theory of performance limitations, specifically the sensitivity
integral constraint result, is extended to fractional order systems.
The unstable pole of the plant and the achievable closed-loop
bandwidth are then analytically determined as roots of a quintic
polynomial. The results indicate that the required control effort
increases as the square of flotor mass for actuators with significant
eddy currents, while the relation is linear for laminated actuators.

Index Terms—Active magnetic bearings, electromagnetic actua-
tors, electromagnetic suspension, fractional order systems (FOSs),
performance limits.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTROMAGNETIC suspension systems are of interest
for a variety of industrial and scientific applications that

would benefit from their contact-free ability to manipulate ob-
jects. Among the applications studied are rotating machinery
(i.e., active magnetic bearings) [1], metal conveyance [2], metal
coating processes [3], photolithography [4], and tool servo sys-
tems [5].

In many applications, the electromagnet’s stator and flotor
(the manipulated part) are composed of laminations so as to
reduce eddy currents within the ferromagnetic material. As
Faraday’s law dictates, eddy currents will be induced in any
conductor in response to a changing magnetic field [6]. For
electromagnetic suspension systems, the effect of eddy currents
is a reduction in the time-varying component of the actuator
force (an actuator gain reduction) as well as a phase lag be-
tween actuator coil current and the force produced. As both of
these effects are detrimental to control system performance,
laminated construction is typically used. In some applications,
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however, laminated construction is contradictory to the mag-
netic suspension’s purpose (e.g., in sheet metal conveyance)
or is precluded due to cost or strength concerns. An important
example of the later is thrust magnetic bearings in rotating ma-
chinery, which rarely contain laminations. In such applications,
eddy currents will have profound effects upon the behavior of
the electromagnetic suspension system and must be considered
in system modeling and controller design.

The goal of this paper is to examine the connection between
non-laminated actuator design and the limits to achievable mag-
netic suspension performance. We will restrict our attention to
the case of actuators with power amplifiers operated in cur-
rent-mode. Modelling of non-laminated electromagnetic actu-
ators has been previously examined in several studies [7]–[9].
Recently, the authors have developed accurate dynamic models
for these actuators that link their transfer functions to geometric
and material properties [10]–[12]. Herein, these transfer func-
tions are examined via an extension of the theory of performance
limitations.

Performance limitation theory establishes limits on what can
and cannot be accomplished by a control system in terms of
closed-loop performance, based on open loop plant character-
istics. This theory began with the seminal work of Bode [13] in
the 1940s, who used different contours of integration and inte-
grands in Cauchy’s theorem to derive a number of formulae that
show the relationship between real and imaginary components
of analytical functions. Horowitz gave interpretations of Bode’s
results in the context of control system design in the 1960s [14].
As an example, it has been shown that, if the open-loop system
is a stable rational function with relative degree of at least two,
then, provided the closed-loop system is stable, the sensitivity
function must satisfy the following integral relation:

(1)

This integral dictates that the net area under the plot of
on a logarithmic scale is zero. Therefore, the log area

of those frequency ranges where must equal that
of those ranges where . This is a tradeoff between
sensitivity amplification and attenuation. Due to the aforemen-
tioned balance of areas, the relation (1.15) is sometimes called
the area formula.

Freudenberg and Looze extended Bode type integral con-
straints such as (1) to systems with open-loop unstable poles and
time delays in the late 1980s [15], [16]. In 1991, Middleton de-
veloped Bode-type integrals for the complementary sensitivity
function [17]. More recent investigations have focused on multi-
variable systems, sampled data systems, and nonlinear systems
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Fig. 1. Single C-core electromagnetic stator acting upon flotor, air gap � and
geometrical parameters indicated.

[18]. For the analysis of non-laminated actuators we will pro-
vide a new extension of this theory for fractional order systems.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Laminated Electromagnetic Suspensions

Our examination begins by reviewing electromagnetic sus-
pension systems with laminated ferromagnetic components.
Consider a single laminated electromagnetic stator acting
upon a laminated flotor, as depicted in Fig. 1. The relationship
between coil current and force applied is given by

(2)

where is the number of coil turns; is the gap between flotor
and stator; is the effective air gap of the iron flux path (a
parameter linearly dependent on the iron flux path length and
inversely proportional to iron permeability); and is a param-
eter dependent on actuator geometry and proportional to the ac-
tuator pole face area . As the actuator can only pull upon the
flotor, to achieve a stable suspension an opposing force must be
provided by some other means, for example, by another actu-
ator or by gravity acting upon the flotor. Thus, in equilibrium
at a desired flotor position (gap length ), a bias force and
current must be employed, where these quantities are related
by

(3)

where is the bias flux; is the static reluctance of the flux
path, which is an affine function of the nominal gap ; and
parameter is dependent upon geometry. Both and are
inversely dependent on pole face area.

Linearization of (3) about this equilibrium yields

(4)

where , , and are variations in force, current, and gap from
operating point values

(5)

and the coefficients are given by

(6)

Variable is commonly referred to as the perturbation current.
We note that the actuator force is directed opposite the posi-
tive direction for increasing gap. The positive direction for flotor
displacement, , is the same as the positive direction for actu-
ator force . (This choice of variables and axes is common in
the literature.) The flotor displacement will be determined by
the actuator force and the flotor compliance via the rela-
tionship

(7)

where and are Laplace transforms of signals and
. Equation (4) may be rewritten after Laplace transformation

as

(8)

where is the Laplace transform of the perturbation cur-
rent . Equations (7) and (8) form the conven-
tionally-used model of a laminated electromagnetic suspension
system (no eddy currents) operated in current mode.

B. Non-Laminated Electromagnetic Suspensions

For actuators composed partly or entirely of solid (i.e., non-
laminated) ferromagnetic components, the model given in (8) is
grossly inaccurate in practice due to the effect of eddy currents
within the solid components [10]. As shown in [12], when eddy
currents are significant, the model provided by (8) should be
replaced with

(9)

where is an eddy current coefficient. In [10] and [11] the au-
thors related parameters and to actuator geometric and ma-
terial properties. As coefficient approaches zero (no eddy cur-
rents), the model of the laminated magnetic suspension system
(8) is recovered. This model is appropriate when either the stator
or flotor is not laminated, or in the case where both are not. The
material and geometric properties of all components will affect

, however will be dependent only on those of the non-lam-
inated components [24]. Experimental results have shown that
the model (9) is highly accurate [12], [24]. Both models (8) and
(9) were obtained via linearization about the equilibrium. The
range of gap variation over which these models are valid repre-
sentations is dependent on the actuator employed, in particular
on the reluctance of the iron path. In the authors’ experience,
linearization is typically valid over 25% of the nominal gap.

We note that the parameters and in (9) are the same as
those found for the case of a laminated actuator and are given
by

(10)
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a non-laminated electromagnetic suspension system
operated in current mode.

In this result, , where is the Laplace
transform of the perturbation flux signal. We note that

, where is the pole face area.
A block diagram model of a non-laminated actuator operated

in current mode is illustrated in Fig. 2. The transfer function
from perturbation current to flotor displacement is

(11)

Throughout the remainder of this paper we will treat the case
of a rigid flotor with no mechanical contact, hence the flotor
compliance is given by the transfer function

where is the flotor mass. This is a typical model for many
applications, including metal conveyance and the thrust bearing
axis of levitated rotors.

With the introduction of the electromagnetic and flotor time
constants ( and , respectively)

(12)

the plant transfer function may be written as

(13)

For example, consider the C-core electromagnetic actuator
with geometry shown in Fig. 1. Denote pole face area as and
iron path length as ( ). From [11], the coefficients of
the transfer function model are given by the analytic expressions

(14a)

(14b)

(14c)

with nondimensional parameters and dependent on actu-
ator geometry

It is straightforward to show that

(15)

Similar relationships are available for other geometries (e.g.,
E-core, cylindrical).

III. FRACTIONAL ORDER SYSTEMS

A. Introduction

The analytic model (13) presents an unusual type of transfer
function as the powers of the complex frequency variable in
the denominator are not all integers. This system belongs to a
class of transfer functions in form of

(16)
with , , and being positive integers with . A system
in the form of (16) is known as a fractional order system (FOS)
[19], [20]. Function is the frequency domain analog to a time
domain operator . For , the operator is a fractional
integral of order , while for , it is a fractional deriva-
tive of order [19]–[21]. Here, we specify that the argument of
complex frequency satisfy so as to be con-
sistent with physical meaning and guarantee a unique value of

.

B. Stability Criteria for Fractional Order Systems

In 1996, Matignon presented a conjecture regarding the
bounded-input-bounded-output (BIBO) stability of FOS [22].
This conjecture was proven by Bonnet and Partington in 2000
[23]. A useful restatement of this result was provided by Zhu
[24].

Theorem 1: Consider a fractional order system in the
form (16), in which no cancellation occurs between and
in the closed right half plane. Suppose the denominator can be
written as

(17)

where , and . Then is BIBO stable
if and only if for every

(18)

Note that the are roots of the polynomial

which is achieved from (17) via .

C. Bode Sensitivity Integral Constraint

The following results for FOSs are natural extensions of
Freudenberg and Looze’s work in [16]. These results indicate
the performance limitations caused by the unstable poles of an
open-loop fractional order system.
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Fig. 3. Closed-loop FOS.

Theorem 3: Consider a stable closed-loop FOS shown in
Fig. 3. Suppose that the loop gain has a relative degree
greater than 1 and has unstable poles, where repeated unstable
poles are counted according to their multiplicity. Then, the in-
tegral of the system’s sensitivity function along the frequency
axis is

(19)

where are the unstable poles of the loop gain.
Proof: The proof of this result is provided in [24].

Since the summation term on the right side of (19) is positive,
Theorem 3 shows that unstable open-loop poles of a fractional
order system break the otherwise balance between the areas of
sensitivity reduction and amplification, and increase the contri-
bution of the frequency range of amplification to the integral in
(19). Moreover, the farther from the imaginary axis the unstable
poles are, the more pronounced this increase.

Theorem 3 presents a fundamental limitation on performance
of the closed-loop fractional order control system since it has
only been assumed that the closed-loop system is stable, and that
the relative degree of the loop gain is greater than 1. The stability
assumption is natural consequence of our interest in an operable
closed loop system. The relative degree assumption is always
true in any practical application where sensors and amplifiers
always have limited bandwidth. No assumption is made on the
form of the controller used beyond that it is a linear FOS.

One cannot conclude any meaningful design limitation from
Theorem 3 itself, since distributing a sensitivity amplification
of slightly greater than one over an arbitrarily large frequency
range can provide the area necessary for the positive contribu-
tion to the integral in (19). However, practical issues such as
unmodeled dynamics at higher frequencies, sensor noise, and
realizable control bandwidth prevent such a distribution in prac-
tice. The loop gain of a FOS must decrease with increasing fre-
quency. It is reasonable to assume, as Freudenberg and Looze
have done for integer order systems, that the loop gain of a FOS
satisfies a design specification of the type

(20)

where and is a positive fraction. This assumption
characterizes the bandwidth and roll-off rate of the loop gain.
As pointed out in [18], the value of will be quite close to
that of the closed loop bandwidth , which is defined as the
highest frequency where

As a result, will be referred to in this paper as the closed-loop
bandwidth.

Corollary 1: Suppose that the loop gain satisfies the
bandwidth restriction (20). Then

(21)

Proof: The result can be achieved in the same manner as
that of Corollary 3 in [16]. However, note that in [16], is a
positive integer while in (21) it may be specified as any positive
fraction. See [24] for details.

The corollary indicates that a reduction in sensitivity at low
frequency will necessitate a peak in sensitivity at higher fre-
quency.

Let us now consider the tracking a reference signal. This may
be considered in the frequency domain as requiring the sensi-
tivity function of the FOS to be small over a low frequency band

(22)

where frequency will be referred to as the attenuation band-
width and is the specified sensitivity bound.

Suppose from a design standpoint that a target value of peak
sensitivity is prescribed, which we will denote by

(23)

Combining (19), (21) and (22), it is straightforward to demon-
strate that

(24)

where is the change in the log sensitivity desired from
the attenuation band to the peak, i.e.,

The right-hand side of Inequality (24) is the shaded area de-
picted in Fig. 4. The result (23) shows that as the sensitivity over
the frequency band is reduced (i.e., smaller ), the peak
in sensitivity over the frequency range must increase no
matter what stabilizing controller is employed. Furthermore, the
sensitivity peak must also be amplified if the frequency range of
sensitivity reduction is enlarged. Thus, the design con-
straint imposed by the sensitivity integral (19) is evident. Note
that increasing the closed-loop bandwidth ( ) will lower the
cost of low frequency sensitivity reduction.

Equation (24) may be alternately expressed as

where
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Fig. 4. Area related to control system performance.

This specifies the needed closed-loop bandwidth as a linear
combination of the desired attenuation bandwidth and sum of
the plant’s unstable poles, the coefficients of the relation ( )
dependent on the sensitivities specified. A necessary condition
for the closed-loop bandwidth is

(25)

We now turn our attention to relating closed-loop bandwidth
and unstable poles to the parameters in the non-laminated

system model (13).

IV. UNSTABLE POLES OF THE PLANT

A. Single Unstable Pole

The characteristic polynomial derived from the denominator
of the plant’s transfer function (13) is given by

(26)

where . The roots of this polynomial, denoted , deter-
mine stability according to Theorem 1, the stability condition
being

(27)

The unstable roots also play an important role in the perfor-
mance limitation specified in (24). Here, we will prove that (26)
has precisely one root violating (27) and develop an analytic so-
lution for this root. Clearly, is not a root of (26). There-
fore, we let and multiply (26) by to obtain

Using the transformation results in an equation in
Bring-Jerrard Quintic Form [25], [26]

(28)

with

(29)

Note that corresponds to the case of no eddy currents.
Since the conversion from to involves only inversion and

scaling, roots of (26) which satisfy condition (27) will corre-
spond to roots of (28) that also satisfy (27). Furthermore, roots
of (26) that violate condition (27) will correspond to roots of
(28) that violate condition (27). Finally, note that zero is not a
root of (28) for .

Lemma 1: For , (28) has a single root denoted sat-
isfying and this root is a positive real number
greater than one.

Proof: Equation (28) may be rewritten as

(30)

Taking the argument of this equation yields

(31)
where since . Since the coefficients of
(28) are real, all complex roots will appear as complex conjugate
pairs. Therefore, to analyze stability we need to only consider
roots in the octant . Consider first the case

. Then

Thus, (31) has no solution within and so
(28) does not either. Now consider the case where ,
that is, where is a positive real number. If then

and (31) will have no solution. For any
, and (31) will be satisfied. Therefore, if a root

of (28) has , it must be a real number larger
than one. Equation (30) may be alternatively expressed as

Since the left-hand side of this equation is monotonically in-
creasing from one to infinity on while the right-
hand side is monotonically decreasing from infinity to zero over
the same domain, the equation has one and only one root on

.
The single positive real root of (28) corresponds to a pos-

itive real root of (26), denoted .

B. Analytic Solution

The general quintic equation is not solvable algebraically in
terms of a finite number of additions, multiplications, and root
extractions. Nevertheless, an analytic solution is available for
Bring-Jerrard Quintic Form [26] in terms of the generalized hy-
pergeometric function

where are Pochhammer symbols
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The positive real root of (28) is given by

where

(32)

Transformation back to the -domain yields the positive real
root of (26)

In terms of the -plane, the pole is represented by

(33)

In the case of no eddy currents , this result re-
duces to the correct value for a laminated magnetic suspension,

, as .
Lemma 2: is an increasing function for .

Proof: satisfies . Hence,
. Since for , we have

.
Lemma 2 has the following consequence. Since is

an increasing function of , as the eddy current parameter
is increased the unstable pole moves continuously closer to
the origin (i.e., decreasing ). This pole motion results in
the relaxation of the constraint on provided by
Inequality (24). Thus, in terms of pole location alone, eddy
currents act to allow higher performance for the closed-loop
system. As we will see, this advantage is offset by the penalty
incurred from lowered achievable closed-loop bandwidth.

Note that the inverse function of exists for real
and is trivially defined

V. ACHIEVABLE BANDWIDTH

A. Controller Gain Constraint

We now will investigate the link between achievable
closed-loop bandwidth, , and the parameters in non-lami-
nated system model (13). Such a link arises from the impossi-
bility in practice of the controller achieving loop gain crossover
at an arbitrarily high frequency in spite of the roll-off in the
actuator’s gain resulting from eddy currents. To capture this

reality, we introduce a constraint on the allowable controller’s
gain

(34)

The constraint is not imposed at lower frequencies since the con-
troller may contain an integrator. Since has units of
force/displacement, may be considered a bound on the max-
imum dynamic stiffness for higher frequencies. We will refer to
it herein as the control effort. Such bounds are often employed
in controller synthesis for magnetic suspension systems [1]. The
allowable value for is dependent on many factors including
sensor noise, amplifier hardware, and the accuracy of the model
to be employed in design.

B. Closed-Loop Bandwidth

Consider the gain plot depicted in Fig. 5. Schematically
shown as a function of frequency are the plant’s gain, a desir-
able loop gain for compensation, and the loop gain constraint
(20). On the log scale used, the gain of the controller is the
difference between that of the loop gain and that of the plant.
Note that the plant’s gain curve has a high frequency slope of

decade/decade, as dictated by (13). In contrast, the
loop gain has a high frequency slope more negative than this as
the controller must roll-off at high frequency. In the immediate
vicinity of the loop gain slope matches that of constraint
(20), hence it is decade/decade here. Clearly,
to limit controller gain in this frequency range. Below this
frequency range, the loop gain slope will be between and

; decade/decade to ensure good phase margin at the
loop crossover frequency . To ensure adequate phase margin,
the loop crossover frequency should not be too close to the
closed-loop bandwidth frequency . To this end, parameter

in constraint (20) should be assumed to be in the range 0.1
to 0.2. Since the plant’s gain rolls off with a slope less than

decade/decade in the frequency range while the
loop gain’s slope is greater than ; decade/decade in
this same band, we may conclude that, as a general rule, the
controller gain will increase up to frequency . Therefore, for
performance analysis we may replace Constraint (34) by the
inequality

(35)

Note that and therefore

For the performance limitation analysis we have
. We will treat this relation as an equality since we seek to

maximize . Hence (35) is equivalent to (after some algebra)

(36)
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Fig. 5. Illustrative frequency response diagram of loop gain (�), plant gain
(� ), and constraint (20) on log-log scale. The logarithm of controller gain is the
difference between the � and � curves.

C. Upper Bound

As (36) is a tenth order inequality in , some approxima-
tion will be necessary if an analytic result is to be obtained which
ties achievable closed-loop bandwidth to the electromagnetic
time constant of the non-laminated actuator. Unfortunately, with
typical values of the variables, all terms in this expression are
more or less of the same magnitude and simplification cannot
be realized by simply dropping small terms.

We note that (36) is of the form

(37)

with

We will strengthen the condition (37) slightly to the linear con-
straints

(38)

This will result in an estimate of that is larger than the actual
value. This upper bound on will be denoted . In Appendix I
we show that this upper bound is sufficiently tight that it may be
employed in performance analysis.

Since the second condition of (38) is automatically satisfied
for any , only the first constraint is necessary. This trans-
lates to

(39)

To find the maximum achievable, we solve the equality

(40)

Noting that and combining (25) and (40) yields an
inequality on control effort

where the minimum control effort required to achieve the spec-
ified sensitivities and attenuation band is

(41)

and is the minimum control effort required with a
laminated actuator (i.e., no eddy currents)

(42)

Note from (41) that the minimum control effort required with
eddy currents is greater than that without, all other variables held
equal.

Returning now to determining bandwidth as a function of ac-
tuator parameters, we denote a time constant associated with the
control effort as

(43)

Employing the changes of variables , (40) yields

We note that for any realistic suspension system and
therefore we may examine the simplified equation

(44)

The transformation applied to (44) re-
sults in an equation in Bring-Jerrard Quintic Form

(45)

where

(46)

Since we seek the positive real root of (40) and the transfor-
mation from to involves only inversion and scaling, the
positive real solution of (45) is of interest; this is given by

Transformation of this result back to yields

(47)
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The necessary condition on attenuation bandwidth is

(48)

D. Discussion

Determining achievable closed-loop bandwidth given system
parameters , , , and control effort requires finding the
positive root of a fifth-order polynomial. The problem of an-
alytically connecting system data to closed loop bandwidth is
fundamentally difficult in this sense. This is also true for the
attenuation bandwidth . On the other hand, the problem of
characterizing actuators (i.e., and ) for which a given band-
width and control effort are feasible is more straightfor-
ward. From (39) we have

(49)

If the control effort is held constant, (49) indicates that as the
effect of eddy currents increases (i.e., ) the closed-loop band-
width must decrease.

VI. PERFORMANCE LIMITATIONS

A. Actuator Area and Gap

Employing (25), relationship (49) provides a necessary con-
dition for the actuator to be capable of achieving the specified
attenuation bandwidth, control effort, and sensitivities

(50)

Since , the inequality can be simplified to

(51)

allowing the right-hand side to depend on only performance
specifications (i.e., independent of actuator geometry and mate-
rials), and the left hand side to depend on only actuator geometry
and materials (i.e., independent of performance specifications).
Consider the C-core actuator depicted in Fig. 1. The left-hand
side of (51) can be expressed as

(52)

To maximize achievable attenuation bandwidth, the actuator
should be designed so as to minimize pole face area. Of course,
the area must be sufficient to supply the peak force required for
the application, denoted . The pole face area must satisfy

where is the saturation flux density of the iron (1.6 T for sil-
icon iron, 2.0 T for cobalt iron). Another approach to improving
attenuation bandwidth in design according to (51) and (52) is to
increase the air gap . However, this would require a larger

actuator with more ampere-turns, which may be impractical. It
should be noted that we have assumed an ideal transconductance
amplifier model in this study and that any hardware-specific de-
pendence of amplifier bandwidth upon actuator design is not
captured in the model employed in this paper.

B. Scaling With Flotor Mass

We now examine the question of how the necessary control
effort scales with the mass of the flotor . For this analysis,
we will make three assumptions.

1) The flotor is levitated by a magnetic actuator positioned
above it (single-sided suspension) with the opposing force
supplied by gravity. In this case, the bias force and flux

are dictated by the flotor mass.
2) The actuator is sized such that the bias flux density is

held constant between designs. This is a natural assump-
tion if one is considering varying flotor mass by orders of
magnitude as the maximum value of flux density is limited
by magnetic saturation in the iron.

3) The nominal gap between the actuator and the flotor is
held fixed among designs.

Assumption 1 implies that while Assumption 2 pro-
vides . From (3) we have and therefore .
Noting that and (i.e., independent of ), we
find

Since , it is independent of . Therefore, from
(10) we have

and we find is independent of mass. Hence,
. Since has a weak dependence on

(note that scales as for ), (33) shows that
is weakly dependent on .

The terms in the square brackets in (41) and (42) are inde-
pendent of flotor mass. As a result, (42) indicates that the min-
imum control effort for a laminated actuator scales linearly with
flotor mass when the attenuation band and sensitivity speci-
fications are held fixed. In the case of a non-laminated actuator,
however, the minimum control effort scales as , as indicated
by (41), noting that .

VII. CONCLUSION

The closed-loop performance of magnetic suspension sys-
tems with non-laminated actuators are strongly affected by the
presence of eddy currents in the iron components. In this paper,
the connection between the coefficients of a fractional order
transfer function model of these actuators and the achievable
closed-loop performance is studied. First, an extension of sen-
sitivity integral performance limitations to the case of fractional
order systems is provided. The unstable open-loop pole of the
plant is then expressed as an analytic function of the problem
data. An upper bound on the achievable closed-loop bandwidth
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is also expressed analytically in terms of this data. The gap be-
tween this upper bound and the achievable bandwidth is ana-
lyzed and the upper bound is found to be of acceptable accu-
racy. The family of actuators for which there exists a controller
satisfying the design specifications (i.e., attenuation band, min-
imum and maximum sensitivity, control effort) was determined.
Finally, the scaling of the control effort required with the flotor
mass was examined. It was found that control effort must in-
crease with increased flotor mass at a rate more rapid than linear
for non-laminated systems.

APPENDIX

In examining the quality of the upper bound (47), let us first
consider the case of a laminated actuator (i.e., no eddy currents,

). The closed-loop bandwidth provided by
(47) in this case is given by

This value is slightly higher (19%) than the actual closed-loop
bandwidth achievable, . For the general
case , we will develop two lower bounds on so
as to assess the tightness of the upper bound. Using (40), letting

, and dropping the small term (as previously),
yields

(A1)

which has the positive real solution and therefore

(A2)

A lower bound may be developed by solving
as this curve lies within . Let . Then,

may be written as

(A3)

Employing the change of variables , (A3) becomes

(A4)

With the use of (A2), the last coefficient may be expressed as

Employing Montel’s Theorem [27, p. 304], one root of (A4)
must satisfy

(A5)

A root locus analysis reveals that this root is the positive real
root of (A3) and that . Simplifying (A5) via algebra then
yields

Squaring both sides and noting that provides the de-
sired result

(A6)

The minimum value of the right hand side occurs for the case
of no eddy currents indicating that .
However, we know in this case that so
the upper bound is tighter than (A6) indicates. Note that the
bound (A6) becomes tighter as the effect of eddy currents ( )
becomes greater.

A second lower bound may be developed by noting
that . If the solution to (40), i.e.,

, is projected along a line with
onto the curve , the intersection point will yield
a lower bound on in terms of . This, in turn, can be used
to provide a guarantee on the tightness of the upper bound

(A7)

Due to the method of derivation, this bound holds only for
. A numerical investigation reveals that lower bound

(A7) is significantly tighter than (A6) for , and
that in such cases. From these investigations, we
may conclude that the upper bound provided by (47) is suffi-
ciently accurate for use in performance analysis.
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